Abstract

Fast compilation is essential for JIT-compilation use cases like dynamic languages or databases as well as development productivity when compiling static languages. Template-based compilation allows fast compilation times, but in existing approaches, templates are generally handwritten, limiting flexibility and causing substantial engineering effort.

In this paper, we introduce an approach based on MLIR that derives code templates for the instructions of any dialect automatically ahead-of-time. Template generation re-uses the existing compilation path present in the MLIR lowering of the instructions and thereby inherently supports code generation from different abstraction levels in a single step.

Our results on compiling database queries and standard C programs show a compile-time improvement of 10–30x compared to LLVM -O0 with only moderate run-time slowdowns of 1–3x, resulting in an overall improvement of 2x in a JIT-compilation-based database setting.
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- Software and its engineering → Just-in-time compilers; Translator writing systems and compiler generators.
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1 Introduction

Just-in-time compilation is commonly employed to improve the performance of programs, either by speeding up subsequent computations, as in compiling database query engines [14, 24, 28, 31], or by generating an executable for previously unseen code, such as client-side code execution of JavaScript or WebAssembly [5, 19, 34]. In either case, the time it takes to compile the input and generate an executable is counted towards the execution time of the program, directly affecting the user experience.

As a result, a key challenge for constructing JIT compilers is reducing the compilation time without ultimately sacrificing code quality. Template-based code generation, where precompiled code fragments are merely combined during compilation, allows for extremely low compile-times. This was previously demonstrated with VCode [16], focusing on quick encoding of machine code through a reduced set of operations with manually written templates for the machine code, and the Java virtual machine Maxine [41], whose baseline compiler combines templates for every bytecode instruction, which were written in Java and precompiled by the optimizing compiler. A more recent approach in this field [42] uses Clang/LLVM [25] to compile templates written in C++ and demonstrates the applicability for larger templates, which leads to shorter compile-times and better run-time performance due to more optimization during precompilation. However, all approaches so far require handwritten templates, which not only come with substantial implementation effort, but the templates need to be maintained in addition to existing lowerings for optimized compilation.

We, therefore, propose a template-based compilation approach leveraging MLIR [26], where instructions usually provide a — possibly multi-step — lowering to LLVM-IR for native code generation. This approach allows for automatically
deriving templates using the existing lowerings, obviating the need for manual template development or maintenance. Moreover, as single MLIR instructions are not limited to being simple operations, this approach easily allows for templates with complex logic, enabling further optimizations during template pre-compilation and faster compile-times due to fewer templates. Fig. 1 visualizes this approach. Our results show that we can achieve a compilation time speedup of 10–30x over LLVM -O0 with only moderate runtime slowdowns of 1–3x, which results in an overall improvement of up to 2x in a JIT-compilation-based database setting.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- A framework for extracting the semantics of an arbitrary MLIR instruction from its defined lowering into a reusable template.
- A template-based compiler that generates native code from an MLIR program targeting x86-64 and AArch64.
- Optimizations for improved register usage and handling of constant values in a template-based compiler.

2 Background: MLIR

MLIR [26] is a compiler framework that aims to simplify the creation, transformation, and optimization of intermediate representations in SSA representation. It allows for the implementation of custom sets of instructions, called dialects, where each SSA instruction is made up of input and output values, can contain regions of other instruction sequences in their body (e.g., the body of a natural loop), and has constant attributes to further configure individual instructions (e.g., the value of a constant instruction). These attributes are further classified as inherent (also referred to as properties) or discardable, where discardable attributes may be omitted at any time and, therefore, do not contain essential information for the execution of an instruction.

The MLIR framework provides a consistent way for general optimizations (e.g., constant propagation and common sub-expression elimination) and conversions from a higher-level dialect to a lower-level one. For ease of use, MLIR comes with a set of upstream dialects, including the scf dialect for handling structured control flow, the arith and math dialect for mathematical expressions, and the memref dialect for interacting with memory. A common lowering target, optionally with different intermediate dialects, is LLVM-IR. For this purpose, MLIR provides a large part of LLVM-IR as MLIR dialect serving as the target for conversions, which can then be translated to the actual LLVM-IR easily.

Recent publications started applying the capabilities of MLIR to various topics going beyond primary machine learning use cases [10, 20, 27, 40] to discover new optimization opportunities when compiling static languages like Fortran, C and C++ [4, 29, 30] and different abstractions for data processing pipelines [13, 21].

3 Template Generation

Based on the input of sample programs, templates are derived and stored for all contained instructions. Further executions for programs from the same domain can now be executed based on the previously prepared templates.

3.1 Instruction Prerequisites

Our automatic template generation approach is generally applicable to all dialects independent of their abstraction level—we successfully applied it to low-level dialects, like LLVM IR, as well as very high-level ones, like the ONNX dialect [20]. The only prerequisite is that the lowering of each instruction does not depend on any information coming from outside the instruction itself. Otherwise, it is impossible to process each instruction in isolation and thus not feasible to automatically capture its semantics into a standalone template.

Most common instructions adhere to this rule. Nonetheless, there are some exceptions, e.g., the LLVM branching instructions, as they depend on external block labels, and the `alloca` instruction, as its lowering depends on the surrounding scope. Another set of conflicting instructions is the upstream OpenMP dialect, where many instructions are very tightly coupled to their surrounding instruction (e.g., instructions inside/outside a critical section).

3.2 Capturing Instruction Semantics

As we want to avoid handcrafting templates, our approach derives the native code templates from MLIR instructions without any manual implementation effort. The main challenge is that MLIR instructions themselves are opaque: their full semantics are only defined in the lowering. To capture the semantics of an instruction into a native code template, we isolate each instruction into a function, provide opaque inputs to the instruction and capture the output using `unrealized_conversion_casts`, which are typically not folded by any further conversions or transformations. Listing 1 shows an example.

```c
func.func @add() -> ptr {
  // inputs
  %0, %1 = unrealized_conversion_cast to (i64, i64)
  %2 = arith.addi %0, %1 : i64
  // output(s) - return to keep it alive
  %3 = unrealized_conversion_cast %2 : i64 to ptr
  return %3 : ptr
}
```

Listing 1. Automatically derived abstraction of the `arith.addi` instruction in an internal intermediate state. Inputs and outputs are made opaque for the instruction using `unrealized_conversion_casts`. The symbolic value resulting from the cast applied on the outputs is returned from the function to keep the values and thus computations alive.
For instructions with regions, we furthermore place external function calls into every region to encapsulate the behavior. To keep track of region arguments, these are written to memory before the call, and the operands of the terminator instruction are loaded from memory.

The opaqueness of the instructions poses another challenge when matching an incoming instruction to a fitting binary template. The lowering of an instruction can be different depending on the operand or result types. For example, the behavior of most upstream instructions from the \texttt{arith} or \texttt{math} dialect depends on the type, which is not necessarily a scalar value but could be a tensor of values. Therefore, a unique template must be generated for each input and output type combination of an instruction, as the lowering may be different for each. The same applies to inherent attributes, which may affect the lowering but cannot be reflected by any of the instruction inputs.

For operations that do not adhere to the defined prerequisites, we provide two extension points to support them manually: (a) a custom abstraction can be provided during template generation time; and (b) a custom implementation can be inserted for the run-time compilation of the template.

### 3.3 Lowering & Compilation

Next, we apply the dialect-specific conversions on the derived abstraction to lower it to LLVM-IR. In the example, this converts the \texttt{math.addi} into an \texttt{llvm.add} and converts the MLIR native pointer types to their LLVM pendants. Afterward, we need to provide implementations for the opaque inputs and outputs so that we can actually compile the code. A simple but nonetheless effective way is: inputs as memory loads and outputs as memory stores. The values are stored in a value storage, which will later be allocated on the stack and is passed as an argument to the template function.

This method allows for efficient addressing with 32-bit offsets instead of arbitrary 64-bit memory addresses and also reuses the natural stack growth and shrinking. As used in [42], the actual locations and offsets are computed during run-time compilation and patched into the templates using addresses of symbols, which result in relocations and, therefore, can be patched during run-time compilation (cf. Sec. 4.2). As a refinement, we make these symbols \texttt{weak} to prevent LLVM from making any assumption about the value being non-zero and use the \texttt{absolute_symbol} attribute to restrict relocations to absolute 32-bit ones, which leads to more efficient code.

To allow the composition of the templates and to enable control flow between instructions, we leverage the continuation passing style (CPS) [38] concept: We enforce a tail call to the continuation function at the end of each template using the \texttt{musttail} annotation to transfer control flow to the next template. The continuation is an external symbol whose actual address is patched during run-time compilation. A resulting \texttt{jmp} instruction at the end of the template can easily be detected and omitted when concatenating templates.

However, this technique is not applicable for region calls, as those are regular non-tail calls, after which the execution continues inside the template. Instead, these result in regular calls with the value storage pointer passed as an argument. Operands for the region terminator are loaded from the value storage after the call. Listing 2 shows an example of the final LLVM-IR code, which is then compiled as the template.

```
; external symbol addresses as patchable constants
@off_0 = extern_weak global i8, align 1,
!absolute_symbol !{i64 0, i64 INT32_MAX}
@off_1 = extern_weak global i8, align 1,
!absolute_symbol !{i64 0, i64 INT32_MAX}
@off_2 = extern_weak global i8, align 1,
!absolute_symbol !{i64 0, i64 INT32_MAX}

declare void @next(ptr %value_storage)
define void @add(ptr %value_storage)

; load operands from memory at patched offsets
%1 = getelementptr i8, ptr %value_storage, i64 ptrtoint (ptr @off_0 to i64)
%2 = load i64, ptr %1, align 4
%3 = getelementptr i8, ptr %value_storage, i64 ptrtoint (ptr @off_1 to i64)
%4 = load i64, ptr %3, align 4
%5 = add i64 %2, %4 ; the operation itself
%6 = getelementptr i8, ptr %value_storage,
  i64 ptrtoint (ptr @off_2 to i64)
store i64 %5, ptr %6, align 4
; call to continuation
musttail call void @next(ptr %value_storage)
ret void
```

Listing 2. Automatically derived abstraction of the \texttt{math.addi} instruction in LLVM-IR. Operands are memory loads and the result is written back to memory. Offsets into the value storage are represented as addresses of external symbols and patched later during run-time compilation. Control flow is transferred by an enforced tail call.

### 3.4 Binary Format

To finally derive a binary code template, the abstracted function is compiled to a binary object — currently limited to the ELF format — using the LLVM optimization and code generation infrastructure at its highest optimization level.

```
add: ; rdi = pointer to value storage
movq $off_0(krdi), %rax
addq $off_1(krdi), %rax
movq %rax, $off_2(krdi)
jmp $next
```

Listing 3. Compiled template of \texttt{math.addi} from Listing 2. Offsets into the value storage and continuation address of the template result in relocations (highlighted).

We extract the templates by parsing the ELF file, using the text sections as binary code for the template and storing the data sections (e.g., .data and .rodata) to forward them.
to the runtime system. Furthermore, we track the relocation entries and identify patchpoint symbols for value storage offsets and continuation calls by their name. We also track other relocations not originating from the framework, as we have to take over some tasks of a run-time linker as well (e.g., patching addresses to other symbols or data sections).

A simple template binary for the addi instruction is shown in Listing 3, which only consists of the binary code and some patchpoints, including the continuation address.

3.5 Case Study: Templates for the LLVM Dialect

As one example, we look at the application of our approach to the LLVM dialect, which is required to run the benchmarks used during evaluation. For most instructions, we can generate templates automatically without any manual interaction. However, to fully cover the LLVM IR instructions required for the benchmarks, we had to provide some custom implementations:

- Branching instructions (Br, Condbr and Switch) are hand-assembled and run-time compilation additionally deals with SSA destruction.
- AddressOf requires a custom abstraction, as memory locations are only determined at run-time compilation.
- Regions and value attributes of globals are evaluated during run-time compilation and placed into memory, where they can be referenced with AddressOf.
- Stack allocations (Alloca) retrieve memory from the value storage (fixed size) or the heap (var sized).

Nonetheless, this is a comparatively small amount of effort to spend on such an extensive instruction set.

4 Run-time Compilation of Templates

The run-time compilation phase stitches together the pre-compiled templates to produce code for a previously unseen input program. This corresponds to the compilation part of a JIT compiler and is therefore further referred to as compilation. In contrast to the previous stage, it is time-critical as the compilation contributes to the overall execution time.

4.1 Selection

As a first step, the input program must be covered with existing templates. To facilitate that, we walk the input program starting at the top-level region in a depth-first manner and find a matching template from our template library for each instruction individually. As described in Sec. 3.2, an instruction can occur with different configurations (e.g., input types or property values) and therefore, for a template to match, it must match the full signature consisting of the operation name, input and output types, the number of regions and the property values. To make looking up signatures as efficient as possible, we store them in a hash map. The used hash is constructed over the operation type and the properties, as the combination of those provides most of the entropy of a signature. Furthermore, an MLIR context ensures that each registered operation type is unique, allowing us to compare the operation type identifier, which is just a pointer, instead of the string representations.

4.2 Instantiation

Once the matching template is found, it is instantiated. The corresponding binary code is copied to the designated memory location and the identified patchpoints — mainly offsets into the value storage and continuation addresses — are adjusted to their according values. During copying, we can omit unnecessary jumps between two neighboring templates.

All values defined by the current instruction (results and region arguments) are assigned to a slot in the value storage. To keep compile-times low, we allocate the slots during the same pass that generates the native code. In order to reduce the memory usage of the value storage, we track the liveliness of the slots and reuse them once they become free. For performance, however, we do not perform a dedicated liveliness analysis but generously over-approximate the lifetime intervals: The end is defined as the end of the region unless the instruction has only a single use in the same basic block, where the lifetime ends at that instruction.

4.3 Fixup and Wrapper Function

As we generate code in a single pass over the input, some addresses or symbols are not known upon their first reference. This mainly happens due to forward references to yet undefined functions, global symbols, or basic block labels. Those locations are tracked and updated as soon as the referenced data becomes available. For all address references — also during instantiation — we take advantage of compile-time information, which can lead to further linking optimizations, e.g., we replace loads from the GOT by directly computing the desired address if in range, saving the space of the GOT entry and the load from memory at run-time.

Once code generation finishes, control flow has to be transitioned into the newly generated assembly. Transitioning from our host C++ program to the generated assembly is possible by looking up the address of the generated main function and calling it with the default C calling convention. The function template, which was generated to embody the function declaration, takes care of allocating the initial value storage, saving registers (and restoring them upon return), preparing the value storage pointer argument and ultimately invoking its body. From this point on, our framework does not provide any runtime components during execution.

5 Optimizations

5.1 Constant Evaluation

In contrast to LLVM, where constants can be used as values arbitrarily, MLIR conceptually does not distinguish constants and models them as constant instructions, for example,
arith.constant for constant numbers. Because the actual values for those constants are stored as attributes, each of those instructions would be recognized as its own template. To avoid a huge number of different constant templates only differing by their value, operations that have no side effects, no regions, no input operands, and no references to any dynamic addresses, can be executed during template generation. During run-time compilation, the results can then be injected on demand using a custom template. This optimization considerably reduces the number of generated templates as all constant-evaluated instructions share a single dedicated template.

5.2 Template Calling Convention

So far, every value resides in the value storage in memory and is passed into a template by patching its offset into the instantiated binary. For constants, this causes a store operation of the value to memory, which the template loads again immediately afterward. To improve this, we adjust the handling of inputs and outputs of our templates.

Reasonably small input values (up to two registers wide) are passed directly in registers, while larger values remain in memory and are addressed via patched offsets. We achieve this by passing such values as parameters, which are passed in registers by the underlying calling convention, to the function template. Similarly, small output operands are passed as arguments to the continuation function. For larger data types, the handling remains unchanged, as only a small subset of its values is typically used. These are, therefore, better suited for in-memory passing, as the template can specifically access the required elements, avoiding large loads and stores. Listing 4 gives the binary code for the arith.addi example with this optimization.

```
1 add: ; params: %rdi = value store, %rsi = a, %rdx = b
2 addq %rdx, %rsi
3 jmp $next ; params: %rdi = value store, %rsi = res
```

Listing 4. Compiled template of arith.addi using the optimized calling convention: Input and output values in registers; Continuation address to be patched (highlighted).

During run-time compilation, we additionally emit code for loading the values from memory where required and materializing constants directly into registers. Results are written back to memory after each template. Due to the explicit separation of operand loading and computation, memory operands can no longer be fused into arithmetic operations (as happened in Listing 3; loading the second operand is fused into the addq instruction), but this had no measurable performance impact, as most modern x86-64 CPUs split load-arithmetic instruction into multiple micro-ops anyway. As a side effect, this also reduces the template size significantly, as loading/storing values is no longer part of every template.

5.3 Register Caching

Even with the previous optimization, the resulting code excessively loads values from memory into registers and stores results back into memory. To reduce the number of memory loads, we cache the result values in registers — in addition to writing them back to the value storage — thus, in many cases, replacing the load from memory with a copy from a register. We can even eliminate the store to memory if the value has its single use in the immediately following instruction.

While it is possible to rely solely on callee-saved registers, which are guaranteed to be unmodified by the template, many templates use only very few registers, so other callee-saved registers can serve as additional cache space. During template generation, we, therefore, analyze which registers are clobbered. We obtained this information during template compilation from the LLVM by analyzing the instructions of the final Machine IR for the function.

During code generation, we additionally track the cached values in registers and generate code to move result values into and out of such registers. While the additional moves increase the number of instructions, this pays off during execution as we save on loads from memory.

We evaluated two different strategies to assign the cache registers. When caching a register and none is available, we either (1) do not cache the value at all or (2) override one of the cached values in a round-robin manner. The round-robin approach was chosen to account for SSA values usually used rather locally and losing importance once the code progresses. But there is no significant difference between them — both save up to 30% of the memory loads. Therefore, our evaluation uses strategy (1) due to its lower compilation time. Cache registers become free if a value reaches the end of its lifetime (cf. Sec. 4.2) or a template clobbers them — in which case we fall back to loading from the value storage.

5.4 Higher-Level Optimizations

Further common optimizations for interpreters and template-base compilers include supernode generation [11, 37] and template specialization on certain inputs [22]. However, with a flexible framework like MLIR, we believe that there is no need for such techniques. Instead, one can leverage the multi-level approach of MLIR and apply the code generation on a higher-level, domain-specific dialect. This implicitly creates supernodes, as higher-level instructions are typically more complex and often lowered to several lower-level instructions. A simple example is the scf dialect for structured control flow, which already provides explicit operations for common constructs like while and for loops instead of using plain branch instructions found in the lower-level dialects cf and llvm. Due to the reduced number of instructions and a simpler control flow, the compilation time is also reduced by using higher dialects as a starting point for code generation.
6 Target Architecture Considerations

Although the examples so far targeted the x86-64 architecture, our approach does not require a specific architecture. The template generation solely relies on LLVM and thus is capable of generating templates for various architectures. Even internal code generation (e.g., storing register to memory or vice versa) reuses the template compilation approach. Thus, porting the approach to a new architecture requires only moderate effort (e.g., architecture-specific relocations).

In addition to x86-64, we currently also support AArch64. A key difference is the fixed-size and, therefore, less flexible instruction set. In particular, constants are often composed through multiple instructions and applying relocations often involves bit-level adjustments to code — in contrast to x86-64, where relocations are generally byte-aligned and continuous. In turn, the fixed length instruction set allows for more straightforward modification of the binary code, thus simplifying optimization of instructions, like replacing GOT entry loads with direct address computation.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate our approach on a range of micro-benchmarks and benchmark suites. We assume all required templates are generated and prepared for usage for all benchmarks. This assumption is generally feasible, as the number of potential instructions is inherently limited — as shown by [42].

We compare our approach against different LLVM back-ends. As LLVM back-ends do not operate on MLIR directly but instead use LLVM-IR, we first lower the MLIR input to LLVM-IR. This step is not included in the measurements, as it is already higher than the compilation time with our approach altogether. We then use LLVM ORC JIT, typically with the small code model; only SPEC requires the medium code model. For -O0, we use FastISel as the instruction selector; for optimized compilation, we use -O2, as there are no significant differences to the other back-end optimization levels. Where possible, we compared compiling with our approach from the higher-level upstream dialects and the lower-level LLVM dialect. The MLIR upstream dialect input was derived using the C frontend of Polygeist [29] with optimizations turned off. For the LLVM dialect, we first apply Clang with -O0 to derive LLVM-IR and, afterward, use the MLIRTranslate tool for importing to MLIR.

Our x86-64 benchmark platform is an Intel Xeon Platinum 8260 CPU equipped with 160 GiB RAM; our AArch64 platform is an Apple M1 core equipped with 16 GiB RAM; all machines are running Linux and an LLVM development snapshot (commit 5d492766a8). Besides the expensive SPEC benchmarks, all diagrams report the median of ten runs.

7.1 Impact of Optimizations

To analyze the impact of the optimizations described in Sec. 5, we compare our approach with LLVM back-end optimization levels -O0 and -O2 as well as the LLVM interpreter on a set of micro-benchmarks. The benchmarks were designed to stress the impact of our optimization on compute-intensive tasks. The Eratosthenes sieve runs in a single function and benchmarks control flow, memory and arithmetic operations. The quicksort benchmark extends on this idea, slightly shifting focus from control flow inside a single function to recursive calls and memory operations. Fibonacci is finally used to show the negligible startup overhead for minimal programs while also indicating the limitations of our approach in programs exclusively bound by function calls. Figure 2 shows the results. The standard deviation of the result remains below 10% for our approach and below 5% for the LLVM levels in the compilation time dimension and below 3% for all approaches regarding execution time.

Compared to compiling with LLVM, the compilation times of our approach are an order of magnitude faster compared to -O0, in the range of 32–72x. Run-time performance on the
micro-benchmarks is generally comparable and between 2x slower to 20% faster than LLVM -O0. The LLVM interpreter is around 100x slower than all other approaches. Start-up times are generally lower, but even these are outperformed by our approach once. The significant run-time overhead in the Fibonacci benchmark is due to the impact of recursive calls, which prevents register caching as calls conceptually clobber all registers. Our optimization of adjusting templates to primarily use registers and materializing constants reduces execution time by 15%. However, the cost of separately inserting loads/stores increases compilation times slightly by 8%. Extending it with our register caching strategies significantly reduces execution time by another 26% (37% over baseline). Nonetheless, generating the additional instructions and tracking registers has a compile-time cost of 10% (19% over baseline).

Within our approach, starting from a higher abstraction level (first row) is clearly favorable as such programs generally contain fewer and more complex operations and, therefore, cause less work during compilation and allow for better code inside the templates.

7.2 LingoDB — an MLIR-based Database Engine

Compiling database engines is an important application area of JIT compilation, as the compilation time fully counts toward the overall processing time of a query. LingoDB [21] is an MLIR-based query execution engine that lowers SQL queries through a declarative top-level dialect, on which it also performs query plan optimization, towards the LLVM dialect to compile queries to native code.

We replaced the last lowering stages to generate native code with our approach directly. This technique is applied on two levels: the lowest LLVM-IR level and one above, consisting of upstream dialects and a LingoDB-specific utility dialect. We use TPC-H [39] (scaling factor 0.1) as a typical small-sized workload. As our code generation approach is intended as an unoptimized tier, an adaptive execution pipeline could switch to optimizing back-ends for larger data sets. Fig. 3 shows the results comparing the existing LingoDB modes speed (-O2) and cheap (-O0) with our approach. The standard deviation for the LLVM execution stages is about 5% for execution and compilation, while our approach deviates by 20% on the compilation time dimension due to the significantly lower absolute values, and 10% (upstream dialects) to 20% (LLVM IR dialect) on execution time.

When compiling from the higher-level dialects, our approach generates code an order of magnitude faster than LLVM -O0, taking about one millisecond per query. As trade-off, the mean execution time increases by 40% (3% (Q14) to 76% (Q17)) compared to LLVM -O0. Nonetheless, when accounting for both stages, the time to compile and execute a TPC-H query is reduced by 43% with our approach compared to LingoDB cheap and by around 4x compared to LingoDB speed. Considering that query execution is usually multi-threaded, speedup further increases, as parallel execution can only start after single-threaded compilation finishes.

When comparing with LLVM -O2, the execution time is 108% higher (35% (Q15) to 200% (Q17)). However, the time spent generating optimized code does not amortize at such small data sets. Similar to the micro-benchmarks, starting from the higher-level dialects improves performance in both compilation and execution time.

Although the template-based compilation approach of [42] also supports a subset of the TPC-H queries, it is difficult to compare the two directly, as LingoDB provides more optimized operator implementations and an improved query planner. Even for TPC-H Q6, where the query plans are identical, our approach executes around 2x faster — both run on our machine. For other queries, where query optimization is important, the run-time differences are orders of magnitude. The compilation time of our approach, however, is 10x larger; we elaborate on the details later in Sec. 7.5. Nonetheless, a code generation time in the order of milliseconds is sufficient, as execution times of the remaining stages in the query execution pipeline — query optimization and prior MLIR lowerings — take multiple milliseconds anyway.
7.3 PolyBenchC

In addition to JIT compilation, our approach can also be used for the static compilation of languages like Fortran and C, where short compile-times are essential during development.

We first evaluate our approach on the PolyBenchC [36] benchmark suite, a widespread example of polyhedral optimization techniques. Figure 4 shows the results. The standard deviation of the metric remains below 10% for execution and compilation time with all approaches.

Compiling from the upstream dialect input not only provides faster compilation than starting from the LLVM dialect but also the execution time difference is very apparent for these programs, as the canonicalized representation using MLIR upstream dialects is more concise and expressive when it comes to numeric kernel computations. Compilation is one to two orders of magnitude faster with our approach on both abstraction levels compared to LLVM; the execution speed ranges from a slowdown of 165% (jacobi-2d) to a 20% speedup (jacobi-1d) compared to LLVM -O0 (median slowdown: 34%).

A comparison with the approach of [42] is only partially possible. Although they run the same benchmark suite, their evaluation targets compilation from optimized WebAssembly code, in contrast to a less optimized and more high-level representation as we do. The closest we can get is instead of starting from unoptimized input code to use Clang optimization level -O3 to derive an optimized input representation similar to how the WebAssembly input was already optimized once. However, as our input still remains comparably high-level, we miss any possible back-end optimizations that might be applied during WebAssembly emission. Again, we reevaluated their results on our machine. The execution time difference with the optimized input ranges between a slowdown of 10x and a speedup of 2x for our approach compared to theirs. However, we generate code in half the time required for their approach, again taking advantage of the concise representation of higher-level IRs.

7.4 CoreMark and SPECint 2017

To show the full extent of the LLVM-IR coverage, we run CoreMark [1] and SPEC CPU 2017 Integer [2] benchmarks. In all cases, we could not derive MLIR code from the C sources using Polygeist due to its limited functionality and, therefore, only measured the LLVM-dialect level. The Fortran benchmark (SPECint 548.exchange2) was compiled using Flang [4], which can output the LLVM MLIR dialect directly. Some SPEC benchmarks (500.perlbench, 502.gcc, and 531.deepsjeng) could not be transformed into MLIR at all, or the resulting MLIR led to a timeout or crash, even when compiling with the LLVM back-ends. Furthermore, we excluded the other C++ benchmarks due to their use of C++ exceptions, which we currently do not support. Due to limited memory on our AArch64 machine, we could only run one of the reference executions of SPEC 557.xz on AArch64. We report the median from three compilations/executions of the reference workload in Fig. 5. All results have a standard deviation of less than 5% for both dimensions with all approaches.

Our approach generates code one to two orders of magnitude faster than LLVM, while execution time is 2–3x slower than LLVM -O0. In particular, our register caching optimization strongly impacts these benchmarks, leading to a runtime improvement of nearly 2x.

On AArch64, the relative compile-times closely follow the ones on x86-64, while the execution time slowdowns are slightly higher on AArch64 for 525.x264 and 548.exchange2.

7.5 Compile-time Analysis

7.5.1 Template Generation. Template generation happens ahead-of-time and is therefore not considered to be time-critical. Table 1 lists the numbers, sizes, and generation times of templates used for previous evaluations. They were obtained by timing the template generation stage and inspecting the resulting template library.
The number of templates for the SPEC benchmark suite seems comparably high but mainly consists of 1400 func and 1300 call templates, whose signature contains the respective symbol names, as well as 2000 getelementptr templates, as constant indices are stored as properties of the instruction. By providing a custom template implementation for getelementptr and ignoring the symbol name — only one template for all functions with the same function signature — for func (reduced to 280) and call (reduced to 400), we could reduce the number of required templates down to about 1000.

Compared to [42], we generate a lot less templates, as we only generate a single variant for one instruction signature, contrary to multiple variations as required for their register allocation scheme and supernode construction. Additionally, their reported template generation time is in the order of minutes, significantly slower than our approach.

7.5.2 Run-time Compilation. At its core, template-based code generation strives for very low compilation times. To provide further insights into where the time of the time-critical compilation stage is spent, we instrumented our compiler with additional time measurements — Figure 6 shows the most apparent components. The most significant part is spent on the template instantiation (cf. Sec. 4.2), followed by template selection (cf. Sec. 4.1). The latter could be avoided completely by directly mapping the input MLIR instructions to their corresponding signatures. This mapping could be done using perfect hashing (used by [42]); however, this would preclude dynamically adding further templates. Tracking the current storage location for each value via a hash map is also comparably expensive; this could be optimized by storing the location inline with the value, but MLIR does not support attaching custom information to a value. Finally, evaluating global constants also takes up some compilation time because they must be evaluated before generating code for them, as described in Sec. 3.5.

| Microbench. | 72 | 1 | 20 | < 1 |
| PolyBenchC | 411 | 8 | 112 | 2 |
| LingoDB | 1735 | 11 | 466 | 10 |
| SPEC | 5033 | 122 | 1390 | 37 |

The remaining time is spent reflecting for each input MLIR instruction on its type, the input operands, the result values and regions to configure template instantiation correctly. Operands must be put into the expected register, or its storage offset must be recalled, result values are assigned to slots, stored and cached in registers, and the memory offsets for region arguments, as well as terminator operands, must be recorded. Profiling indicates that a substantial portion is spent directly on the MLIR reflections. This can be avoided by statically providing the information during the compilation of the framework, which is only possible for a restricted, previously known domain, contrary to what MLIR provides.

In summary, taking advantage of the flexibility provided by MLIR comes with some costs and currently limits major compile-time improvements, motivating further performance improvements in MLIR in the future.
8 Discussion and Future Work
The results show that our approach achieves an order of magnitude faster compile-times than LLVM -O0. Although execution times are 3x higher on some benchmarks, they are fairly close to and sometimes even as fast as the existing baselines on other benchmarks. Notably, the combination of massively reduced startup time with not too much slower execution enables effective use as baseline JIT compiler.

Using MLIR as a starting point allows us to target a continuously growing and open ecosystem, reducing complexity as higher-level optimization (e.g., supernodes) can easily be reflected in MLIR’s multi-level approach. Automated template generation obviates the required effort for implementation and maintenance without compromising on the promised run-time to compile-time tradeoff. MLIR’s flexibility, however, does come at some cost: the compilation times cannot always keep up with a previously presented Copy-and-Patch approach [42], which compiles roughly between 2x slower to 10x faster. Nevertheless, we argue that the minimal differences in absolute terms — hardly result in reduced latencies in end-to-end scenarios and, therefore, are not worth the effort of manual template construction. In turn, our code can keep up with — if not improve on — execution speed.

Additionally, our approach is not limited to JIT use cases: we can provide a reasonable compile- to run-time tradeoff for almost arbitrary dialect inputs, including LLVM-IR. Our approach can offer a fast compilation tier that is at least applicable in development scenarios, where most of the time is spent on compiling code, of which only a small snippet is ever executed. However, to fully cover this scenario, there is some work to do on emitting debug information and adding supported binary formats (e.g., Mach-O and PE).

In all cases, our approach is applicable without major changes to the currently existing MLIR infrastructure: it uses the same input representation that is also used for regular compilation, and all dialects with a lowering to LLVM-IR can be, at the very least, supported on LLVM-IR dialect level.

9 Related Work
The most recent and most similar stand-alone, template-based compiler implementation [42] uses templates written in C++, which are precompiled to machine code using LLVM. When compiling a program, the framework combines the templates for the operations and applies some cheap optimizations (e.g., jump elimination). For further performance improvements, they employ a simple register allocation schema limited to usage inside expressions by providing templates for multiple possible register assignments. Our approach, in contrast, generates templates automatically instead of manual C++ programming. Furthermore, our register caching is generally more flexible and not limited to expressions. Therefore, it is more effective beyond micro benchmarks and improves the execution of large programs.

Historically, one main application of template-based code generation was dynamic code optimization on run-time invariants. Vcode [16] was one of the first template-based code generation systems focusing on fast compilation. It provides a reduced platform-agnostic instruction set that is translated to machine code by merely combining hand-assembled templates for each of their operations. It was employed in the TCC compiler [17, 35] for dynamic run-time compilation. Another approach [6] also targeted dynamic code specialization, which combines prepared machine code templates and fills missing holes for dynamic constants during run-time compilation. Consel et al. [12, 32] generated templates from C code in combination with the code required for their instantiation. They located patchpoints in the object files using block labels and introduced the idea of using external symbol addresses to model unknown run-time constants [32]. These approaches target computationally intensive kernels and require handwritten templates, annotations, or specialized compilers. Our approach does not prioritize run-time performance and is functional without offline program preparation.

A more recent application of template-based code generation is found in the initial version of QEMU [8]. Guest instructions were mapped to a set of micro-operations, which were implemented as hand-crafted templates that can be combined to generate target code. Templates were written in GNU C, making use of special GCC flags for specialized register assignments; they reused the idea of external symbol addresses for run-time constants [18]. Nonetheless, this approach was later dropped in favor of raising the input instructions to the TCG intermediate representation [9].

Template-based code generation is nowadays present in baseline compilers for adaptive execution [5, 7, 41] or lightweight assemblers [3, 23, 33]. Both applications differ from our approach as they operate on byte or native code inputs, whereas we generate code from a high-level representation.

10 Summary
In this paper, we outlined a template-based code generation approach for MLIR. Our template generation leverages existing lowerings of MLIR instructions through LLVM and thereby overcomes the limitations of state-of-the-art approaches, which require explicit handwritten templates.

Our results show performance improvements regarding compile-time compared to the existing LLVM -O0 pipeline in the 10–30x range. Run-time is typically slower by 1–3x, but it even provides comparable or improved performance on a few programs. Our approach can be integrated into existing MLIR workflows with moderate effort and provides a fast compilation tier with only slightly slower execution.

Data Availability Statement
The sources for our template-based MLIR compiler and the respective benchmark data are available in Zenodo [15].
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